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Proximity Always Matters: Local Bias When the Set of Local Companies Changes∗ ANDRIY BODNARUK University of Notre Dame Abstract. I analyze the portfolios of individual investors who have changed their place of residence. As distance from a company they invest in changes, investors adjust their portfolio composition. The farther investors move away from the closest establishment of a company in their portfolio, the more of its shares they sell compared to investors who do not move. Among the companies that investors held before the move, after moving, investors abnormally increase their ownership in companies closer to their new location; these companies provide them with higher risk-adjusted returns than companies in which they kept holdings unchanged or abnormally reduced holdings. JEL Classification: G11



Classical finance theory predicts that all investors should hold well-diversified portfolios of risky assets. Each rational, risk-averse, utility-maximizing investor is expected to choose his or her optimal portfolio strictly on the basis of the distribution of returns. Other company characteristics, such as the geographic distance between the investor and the company, should be given no consideration. Yet, it has long been known that most investors shun stocks of distantly headquartered companies in their portfolios. This phenomenon was originally observed as underweighting of foreign stocks in portfolios of domestic investors; in this case it is known as home bias.1 Recent evidence suggests not merely that investors invest primarily in domestic stocks, but also that they demonstrate a significant preference for locally ∗ Previous versions of this paper circulated under the titles “Look homeward, investor” and “Proximity Always Matters: Evidence from Swedish Data”. I thank Peter Englund, Kai Li (a discussant), Marco Pagano (the editor), Raghu Rau, Peter Schotman, Andrei Simonov, David Stolin, Stefan Straetmans, ¨ Roald Versteeg, Per Ostberg, seminar participants at the Stockholm School of Economics, University of Amsterdam, Norwegian School of Economics, Norwegian School of Management, New Economic School (Moscow), University of Maastricht, WFA meeting in 2003, EFA meeting in 2004, EFMA meeting in 2003 and especially two anonymous referees for their helpful comments. I am thankful to Sven-Ivan Sundqvist for providing the data. Financial support from Stiftelsen Bankforskningsinstitutet is gratefully acknowledged. 1 Lewis (1999) surveys a large literature documenting home bias.
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headquartered companies over other domestic companies. Coval and Moskowitz (1999) show that U.S. mutual fund managers hold a disproportionately large share of their portfolios in firms that are headquartered locally. Ivkovic and Weisbenner (2005) find that the average American household invests nearly a third of its portfolio in firms headquartered within 250 miles of their homes. Huberman (2001) documents that shareholders of a Regional Bell Operating Company tend to live in the area served by the company. Massa and Simonov (2006) find that Swedish individual investors tilt their portfolios toward companies with local establishments. Grinblatt and Keloharju (2001) show that Finnish investors are more likely to hold, buy, and sell stocks of Finnish firms that are not only located nearby, but also that communicate in the same language as the investor. The phenomenon of investor preference for nearby domestic companies has become known as local bias. Its commonly accepted interpretation is that people prefer to invest in the familiar. Even so, there is a lot of disagreement on what “familiarity” really is about. Is it an information-driven rational phenomenon, a means of hedging local price risk, or a behavioral bias? Coval and Moskowitz (2001) suggest investors buy local stocks because they possess significant information advantage in evaluating nearby companies. In support of this argument, they find that U.S. mutual fund managers earn abnormal returns on their local holdings. These findings have been corroborated for other types of investors and markets. Hau (2001) documents abnormal performance of local stock traders on the German electronic trading system Xetra. Ivkovich and Weisbenner (2005) and Massa and Simonov (2006) report that U.S. and Swedish households both outperform in their investments in nearby companies. Local bias, on the other hand, can be the outcome of competition for local resources within a geographic community. In a theoretical contribution, DeMarzo, Kaniel, and Kremer (2004) demonstrate that if some economic agents face borrowing constraints, and local goods are not fully accepted as collateral then competition for scarce local resources within a community causes the price of resources to fluctuate with the wealth of the community. A desire to hedge this price volatility then biases investors’ portfolio choice. If other investors hold portfolios with a high payoff in some state, the local-good prices will be high in that state, so individuals will also want their portfolio payoffs to be high in that state. This implies that individual investors care about the correlation of their portfolio returns with the prices of local goods. Hence, investors will overweight local companies in their portfolios. Finally, Huberman (2001) posits that people are “comfortable investing their money in businesses that are visible to them,” which he explains as a cognitive bias toward the familiar. He therefore argues that there should be no economic gains from investing locally. His views are shared by Seasholes and Zhu (2005), who
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find no evidence that individuals have superior information about the local stocks in their portfolios. Because of a lack of good-quality stock ownership data at the individual investor level as well as difficulties in identifying exogenous hypothesis-specific proxies prior research has had limited ability to test the competing explanations for local bias. My research addresses the issue by using portfolio data to analyze investors’ behavior when their set of local companies changes. This could happen when an investor changes residence (I call such an investor a mover). After relocation, the investor is nearer some companies and farther away from others, which has implications for portfolio choices. Analysis of movers’ investment decisions allows me to design tests to better examine the nature of familiarity. This paper makes two contributions. First, by using data about movers I focus on the way changes in portfolio composition and differences in stock returns are related to changes in distance from a company. This approach allows me to filter out the effect of unobservable fixed investor characteristics (unobservable heterogeneity) in the relation between geographic proximity and portfolio allocations or returns. Second, by showing that the portfolio shift toward firms nearer to investors at their new locations is associated with abnormal returns and is stronger for more diversified investors, I present new evidence that is consistent with the idea that the overweighting of local firms is driven by investors’ superior information about them. My findings can be summarized as follows. First, I demonstrate that while individual investors derive statistically and economically significant gains from investing locally, the effect of proximity on stock returns is more pronounced for more diversified investors; all else equal, investors who hold more diversified equity portfolios gain more from investing in local companies (rather than in far away companies) than less diversified investors. Additionally, I find that benefits from investing in companies located nearby are more pronounced when investing into companies with riskier underlying business. Second, I find that after investors relocate, they rebalance their portfolios. The direction and the extent of rebalancing are related to the change in proximity to the investment. The farther investors move from the company’s nearest establishment, the more of that company’s stock they sell. This abnormal selling is largely attributable to more diversified investors and investors moving from less densely populated areas, and the selling gradually increases over time. Third, I show that among the companies that movers held before relocation, movers abnormally increase their holdings in companies that, on average, are closer to their new home. The difference in proximity to the companies in which movers increase their holdings and those in which they make no changes or reduce their holdings is economically significant and grows over time. The companies in which
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these investors abnormally increase their holdings also provide them with higher returns. The closest research to mine is by Massa and Simonov (2006). They use a representative dataset of Swedish individual investors to demonstrate that investors do not hedge labor income shocks, but rather invest in stocks closely related to their non-financial income. This results in a tendency for investors to concentrate their holdings in nearby companies, a tendency the authors demonstrate is an information-driven one. They also find that investors who have relocated are less subject to geographic proximity bias than investors who have not relocated. While I also analyze portfolio choices of Swedish individual investors over a similar time period, my analysis is distinct in several important ways. First, the focus of this paper is on the evolution of investors’ portfolios over time following a move to a new location, rather than on a cross-sectional analysis of portfolio holdings. I thus study the portfolio decisions of investors when their ties of familiarity with one group of companies are becoming weaker, but beginning to grow with another group of companies. In effect, I document evidence of the evolution of the familiarity relationship between investors and companies over time. Second, I analyze the effects of investor sophistication on investor performance in local stocks and on portfolio choices when some companies become more proximate to investors and others become farther away. Consistent with the view that familiarity is an information-based phenomenon, the performance of presumably more sophisticated diversified is more sensitive to the proximity to investment. Similarly, more diversified investors reduce their holdings in the companies they move away from to a greater extent than less diversified investors. The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. Section 1 describes the data. Section 2 reports the results on the proximity to investment and stock performance. Section 3 proposes a methodology to match movers with investors who do not change their place of residence. Section 4 examines the changes in investors’ stock holdings following relocation and performance of the stocks at the new location. Section 5 concludes the paper.



1. Data and Descriptive Statistics In Sweden, V¨ardepapperscentralen AB (VPC) registers all stockholders with more than 500 shares of all publicly listed Swedish companies on a semiannual basis. Many companies provide information about their smaller shareholders as well. As of July 29, 2001, about 98% of the market capitalization of 410 Swedish publicly traded companies has been reflected in this database. For the median company, 97.9% of equity is represented and, in the worst case, the dataset provides information on 81.6% of company market capitalization. The dataset provides
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information on shares held directly by the owner and indirectly through brokerage houses or custodian banks for the six-year interval from June 1995 to June 2001. Since VPC does not impose a minimum survival period for the companies it covers, the database does not suffer from survivorship bias. VPC also provides the following investor and company attributes that are used in my analysis: investor type (individual, bank, mutual fund, etc), date of birth and gender of individual investors, number of shares held by each investor by share type, share type, number of votes per share, three-digit postal code of the residential address for Swedish individuals, and country of residence for foreigners. Using the reported place of residence, I identify whether the investor resides in one of the three Swedish metropolitan areas (greater Stockholm, greater G¨oteborg, or greater Malm¨o) or in a less urbanized part of the country. I adjust investor stock holdings for splits and reverse stock splits. The VPC database is combined with company-specific information (semiannual returns, market capitalization, book-to-market ratio, industry classification, listing etc) obtained from SIX/Dextel Findata’s TRUST database. I exclude from the analysis companies with missing or negative values of book-to-market ratios, instances of suspended trading, missing trading day close prices, or unavailable data on the number of shares outstanding. I also exclude Ericsson AB because of its extremely large market capitalization, which for some time periods cannot be compared to that of any other Swedish firm. These exclusions reduce the sample from 147 to 141 companies in June 1995, and from 410 to 350 companies in June 2001. For each individual investor, I calculate the distances to the closest establishments of the companies invested in.2 This measure of proximity can be obtained for Swedish investors by using postal codes of the location of the company’s establishment and the residence of the investor. Table I, Panel A describes the distribution of the number of establishments per company. Most companies report to have only one establishment; however 11.85% of companies have 5 establishments or more. The choice of distance to the closest establishment as a measure of proximity to investment is motivated by two reasons. First, it aims to correct for the proximity to firms headquartered in large cities, but with their principal production facilities in small towns.3 Second, it allows controlling for employee stock holdings in the analysis of portfolio decisions by movers.4 2



A company’s establishment is defined as a company’s office or production facility at a geographic location that may or may not have the same postal code as the company’s main establishment. 3 One such company is SCA (pulp and paper company), which is headquartered in Stockholm, but has its principal business facilities in the north of Sweden. 4 Relocations of investors should ideally result in changes in proximity to investment. Investors’ relocations due to transfer between company offices, however, are unlikely to result in significant changes in proximity. I therefore remove from my analysis of portfolio decision by movers all observations where the distance to the company closest establishment does not change by at least 30% after the move.
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Table I. Individual investor stock holdings Panel A: Distribution of number of establishments per company # of Establishments



# of Companies



% of Total



1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10–20 >20



237 48 18 9 5 5 5 5 4 6 12



66.95 13.56 5.08 2.54 1.41 1.41 1.41 1.41 1.13 1.69 3.39



Panel B: Number of investors and average number of stocks over time and geographic areas N of investors



N of stocks per investor



Data



All



Fraction Stockholm



Fraction Goteborg



Fraction Malmo



All



Stockholm



Goteborg



Malmo



1995/06 1995/12 1996/06 1996/12 1997/06 1997/12 1998/06 1998/12 1999/06 1999/12 2000/06 2000/12



211719 214937 219696 220976 238915 365574 393466 403126 442700 451560 586736 614706



0.3561 0.3531 0.3504 0.3586 0.3568 0.3351 0.3387 0.3384 0.3330 0.3370 0.3420 0.3426



0.1452 0.1431 0.1420 0.1356 0.1369 0.1299 0.1286 0.1283 0.1273 0.1269 0.1243 0.1253



0.1307 0.1301 0.1287 0.1279 0.1308 0.1203 0.1201 0.1214 0.1193 0.1197 0.1174 0.1177



1.90 1.89 2.04 2.04 2.10 1.87 2.00 2.04 2.15 2.16 2.26 2.29



2.07 2.05 2.21 2.21 2.28 2.05 2.19 2.23 2.37 2.37 2.46 2.48



1.91 1.91 2.09 2.07 2.13 1.93 2.05 2.09 2.22 2.23 2.32 2.35



2.01 2.01 2.15 2.15 2.18 1.99 2.13 2.18 2.32 2.33 2.45 2.48 (Continued )



Throughout the analysis, the logarithm of the distance from the investor’s residence to the company’s closest establishment, Mindist, is used to measure proximity to the investment. I take the logarithm of the distance to capture the non-linearity of the effect documented in earlier studies, e.g., Grinblatt and Keloharju (2001). From the resulting sample, I exclude Swedish institutional shareholders and Swedish individual investors with incomplete or unidentifiable identification numbers or postal codes of residence. The resulting dataset contains 8,600,242 individual-company combinations for the six-year period analyzed. Table I,
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Table I. (Continued) Panel C: Abnormal returns and company-based control variables: Company level



AR(is) CAR Size B/M Ownership Concentration Institutional Ownership Idiosyncratic Risk Leverage Dividend Yield Liquidity Momentum



N



Mean



Median



Std



Interquartile range



2561 1720 2551 2551 2551 2551 2251 2561 2561 2551 2551



−0.0030 −0.0010 12184.68 0.5619 0.3028 0.5604 0.0691 0.4649 0.0265 1.9200 0.1309



0.0005 −0.0015 787.17 0.4496 0.2778 0.5602 0.0507 0.1046 0.0138 0.9211 0.1045



0.5681 0.4337 77145.82 0.4641 0.1635 0.1853 0.0557 0.9007 0.0593 4.2846 0.4608



0.5370 0.4157 4009.67 0.5009 0.2129 0.2265 0.0452 0.6058 0.0326 1.2563 0.3931



Panel D: Investor characteristics, abnormal returns, and company based control variables: Investor level Mindist Gender AR(is) CAR Size B/M Ownership Concentration Institutional Ownership Idiosyncratic Risk Leverage Dividend Yield Liquidity Momentum



6392676 6392676 6392676 5716358 6392676 6392676 6392676 6392676 6392676 6392676 6392676 6392676 6392676



4.4712 0.650465 −0.0138 0.0020 152752.13 0.5980 0.2755 0.5917 0.0580 0.4205 0.0380 1.3226 0.0980



4.9480 1.000 0.0005 0.0165 21828.39 0.4878 0.2780 0.6175 0.0404 0.1218 0.0243 0.5789 0.0927



1.3522 0.476823 0.4096 0.3563 426973.12 0.4640 0.1257 0.1764 0.0519 0.7360 0.0637 3.5677 0.3741



1.6158 0.500 0.3294 0.2862 82112.55 0.5477 0.1317 0.2244 0.0259 0.5329 0.0307 0.7726 0.3373



The table reports descriptive statistics on investor stock holdings. Panel A shows the distribution the number of establishments per company as of 20 June 2001, where establishments are defined as an office or production facility with a separate postal code. Panel B reports the distribution of the number of investors and the average number of stocks in their equity portfolios over time both for the overall sample and for the residents of three metropolitan areas. Panel C presents descriptive statistics on abnormal returns and other company-based control variables on a company level. Panel D presents descriptive statistics on abnormal returns, company-based control variables, and characteristics of investors on the investor level. AR(is) is a semiannual abnormal return on a company stock relatively to a return on a control company matched by industry and size. CAR is a six-month cumulative abnormal stock return relatively to a four-factor model with factor loadings estimated over the preceding thirty-six month period. Size and B/M are market capitalization (in mln SEK) and book-to-market ratio. Ownership Concentration is the fraction of company cash flow rights to shareholders with at least a 10% stake. Institutional Ownership is a fraction of the company cash flows rights belonging to non-private investors. Idiosyncratic Risk is a variance of company returns not explained by a market model estimated over the previous thirty-six months. Momentum is a previous six month return. Liquidity is the average bid-ask spread divided by stock price. Dividend Yield is the annualized dividend yield. Leverage is a ratio of debt to total assets. Mindist is the logarithm of a distance from an investor to the closest office or production facility of the company that he or she holds. Gender dummy takes a value of 1 if investor is male, 0 – otherwise. All monetary values are in Swedish krona.
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Panel B, summarizes the distribution of individual investors and their equity holdings by year and geographic location. The number of individual investors increased almost threefold from 211,719 to 614,706 between June 1995 and June 2001.5 The number of stocks held by the average investor also increased from 1.90 to 2.29 (from 2.07 to 2.48 for Stockholm residents; from 1.91 to 2.35 for G¨oteborg residents; and from 2.01 to 2.48 for Malm¨o residents). The proportion of individual investors living in metropolitan areas declined slightly, from 35.61% to 34.26% in Stockholm, from 14.52% to 12.53% in G¨oteborg, and from 13.07% to 11.77% in Malm¨o. This reflects an increase in stock market participation by people residing in less densely populated parts of the country. I use two risk-adjusted measures of investor performance. One is a semiannual abnormal return on a stock of a company in the investor’s portfolio relative to a return on a control company matched by industry and size, AR(is). Since the number of companies in the sample increases from 141 to 350 over the observation period, it is difficult to maintain matched pairs for the entire sample; for this reason, I calculate matched companies for each six-month period. The other performance measure is a six-month cumulative abnormal return (CAR) relative to a four-factor model for Sweden with factor loadings estimated over the preceding thirty-six month period.6 A significant body of literature demonstrates that a country-specific four-factor model works well around the world (e.g., ¨ Rouwenhorst (1998), Griffin (2002)). Additionally, Bodnaruk and Ostberg (2009) apply a four-factor benchmark to estimate abnormal stock performance in Sweden over the same time period, but in a different setting. (In unreported results) they find that descriptive statistics for four factors for the U.S. and Sweden are also very similar over the sample period that is considered here. Overall, the evidence firmly supports using a four-factor model in the Swedish setting. Panel C of Table I presents descriptive statistics of abnormal returns and other company-based control variables at the company level. The mean (median) abnormal semiannual returns are −0.30% (0.05%) for AR(is) and −0.10% (−0.15%) for CAR. The mean (median) company market capitalization, Size, is SEK 12.18 billion (0.78 billion) and the mean (median) book-to-market ratio, B/M is 0.56 (0.45). Ownership of Swedish companies, as measured by the fraction of shares owned by shareholders with a minimum of 10% cash flow rights, is on average relatively concentrated, with a few exceptions. Mean (median) Institutional Ownership is 56.04% (56.02%). The correlation between Ownership Concentration and Institutional Ownership, however, is relatively low at 34.63%, which is consistent with the fact that many Swedish companies are family-controlled. 5



The population of Sweden at the end of 2001 was about 9.1 million people. The limited history of recently listed companies does not enable estimation of CARs for these companies; some observations are consequently lost.
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Panel D of Table I reports descriptive statistics on abnormal returns, companybased control variables, and investor characteristics at the investor level. On average (median) individual investors derive abnormal returns that are close to zero – the mean (median) semi-annual AR(is) is 1.38% (0.05%) and the mean (median) CAR is 0.20% (1.65%). Women account for slightly more than one-third of all investors.



2. Performance of Individual Investors in Local Stocks The initial point of inquiry is the relation between the investment performance of individual investors and the proximity to investment. I estimate the panel regressions ARi jt = αt + β Mindisti jt + γ X jt + ϕ Z it + εi jt ,



(1)



where A Ri jt is a future semiannual abnormal return on the company j that investor i holds in his or her portfolio at time t. Mindist is the logarithm of the distance from the investor’s residence to the company’s closest establishment. X jt is a vector of company-specific controls that includes size, book-to-market, momentum, ownership concentration, pay out policy (dividend yield), liquidity (bid-ask spread), the fraction of outstanding shares held by institutional investors, and industry dummies. Z it is a vector of investor specific controls. I use location dummies for Stockholm, G¨oteborg, and Malm¨o to separate investors in metropolitan areas from investors in the rest of the country. I also use a gender dummy equal to one if the investor is male, and zero otherwise, as well as an interaction between a gender dummy and proximity to investment. αt is a time-varying intercept. I include one specification with only the proximity measure, an intercept, location, time and eleven industry dummies, and one specification with a full set of control variables. Possible correlations of residuals across the investors within the same geographic area are accounted for by clustering regression errors at the two-digit postal code level of the investor’s residence. In effect, I assume that (1) the variance of residuals is homogeneous within postal code and heterogeneous across postal codes; (2) investors within a postal code have a common contemporaneous covariance.7 The results presented in Table II, Panel A, show that proximity to investment is highly statistically and economically significantly related to the abnormal return on the stock. This is consistent with the information-based explanation of familiarity, and corroborates findings by Coval and Moskowitz (2001), Ivkovich and Weisbenner (2005), and Massa and Simonov (2006). To ensure that my results are not driven by small positions, I repeat the analysis after removing all positions of SEK 10,000 or less (about USD 1,000). Although this reduces the magnitude of the relation between proximity to investment and position return, the results remain statistically 7



Clustering at the company level produces estimates significant at least at the 5% level.
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Table II. Proximity to investment and performance of individual investors Panel A: Proximity to investment and investor’s performance All Positions AR(is) log(Size) log(B/M) Ownership Concentration Institutional Ownership Idiosyncratic Risk Leverage Dividend Yield Liquidity Momentum Mindist



−0.0141 (−9.23)



Gender Gender∗ Mindist Stockholm metro Goteborg metro Malmo metro Industry Dummies Time Dummies Clustering R2 N



−0.0085 (−3.37) −0.0002 (−0.15) −0.0012 (−0.94) Yes Yes zip2 0.0271 8361566



−0.0178 (−25.39) −0.0034 (−1.00) 0.0466 (4.30) 0.0270 (4.60) −1.5648 (−25.36) 0.0019 (0.54) −0.2586 (−9.72) 0.0065 (26.05) 0.0714 (11.80) −0.0142 (−5.92) −0.0154 (−5.87) 0.0024 (4.76) −0.0088 (−2.78) −0.0030 (−2.21) −0.0035 (−3.23) Yes Yes zip2 0.0614 6392676



Positions of at Least 10 000 SEK CAR



−0.0136 (−7.96)



−0.0200 (−3.75) −0.0065 (−2.44) −0.0088 (−2.44) Yes Yes zip2 0.0609 7134667



−0.0188 (−12.69) 0.0258 (10.86) 0.2308 (19.25) −0.0215 (−3.03) −0.2169 (−7.21) −0.0020 (−0.69) −0.4462 (−13.03) 0.0048 (13.31) 0.0414 (10.48) −0.0176 (−7.19) −0.0117 (−6.70) 0.0014 (6.28) −0.0117 (−3.27) −0.0029 (−1.83) −0.0017 (−1.21) Yes Yes zip2 0.0681 5716358



AR(is)



−0.0066 (−4.11)



−0.0023 (−1.45) −0.0001 (−0.07) −0.0012 (−2.01) Yes Yes zip2 0.0377 7226806



−0.0153 (−23.92) −0.0285 (−17.56) 0.0083 (0.77) 0.0451 (8.10) −2.2820 (−38.16) 0.0173 (7.41) 0.0208 (1.07) 0.0076 (22.54) 0.0680 (9.49) −0.0099 (−10.60) −0.0104 (−9.60) 0.0021 (10.35) −0.0044 (−4.14) −0.0008 (−0.80) −0.0004 (−0.69) Yes Yes zip2 0.0843 5803464



CAR



−0.0037 (−2.43)



−0.0037 (−1.96) −0.0017 (−2.03) −0.0014 (−1.91) Yes Yes zip2 0.0626 6126131



−0.0120 (−20.95) 0.0141 (7.60) 0.1720 (16.24) −0.0271 (−5.26) −1.4037 (−28.14) 0.0164 (9.44) −0.1856 (−29.66) 0.0058 (14.48) 0.0601 (15.72) −0.0091 (−4.53) −0.0044 (−2.91) 0.0008 (3.51) −0.0049 (−2.35) −0.0012 (−1.50) −0.0007 (−0.91) Yes Yes zip2 0.108 5210400



(Continued )



and economically significant. By investing in nearby companies, investors gain in excess of 1.81% annualized for each unit of the logarithm of the distance from the investor to the company’s closest establishment. To put this result into perspective, an increase in proximity to investment by one standard deviation has the effect on return which is about half of that of a one standard deviation decrease in momentum.
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Table II. (Continued) Panel B: Proximity to investment and investor’s performance: By degree of investor diversification



All Positions



log(Size) log(B/M) Ownership Concentration Institutional Ownership Idiosyncratic Risk Leverage Dividend Yield Liquidity Momentum Mindist∗ 1 stock dummy Mindist∗ between 2 and 4 stocks dummy Mindist∗ between 5 and 9 stocks dummy Mindist∗ 10 or more stocks dummy Gender Gender∗ Mindist Stockholm metro Goteborg metro Malmo metro Industry Dummies Time Dummies Clustering R2 N



Positions of at Least 10 000 SEK



AR(is)



CAR



AR(is)



CAR



−0.0183 (−25.49) −0.0045 (−1.35) 0.0473 (4.34) 0.0360 (6.25) −1.5842 (−25.41) 0.0015 (0.42) −0.2567 (−9.75) 0.0066 (27.19) 0.0713 (11.82) −0.0125 (−5.64) −0.0139 (−5.79) −0.0160 (−6.16) −0.0169 (−6.35) −0.0159 (−6.15) 0.0028 (5.84) −0.0078 (−2.68) −0.0029 (−2.15) −0.0027 (−2.73) Yes Yes zip2 0.0617 6392676



−0.0194 (−13.12) 0.0247 (10.24) 0.2304 (19.04) −0.0151 (−2.06) −0.2388 (−7.80) −0.0023 (−0.79) −0.4448 (−13.04) 0.0049 (13.87) 0.0411 (10.46) −0.0176 (−7.60) −0.0158 (−6.58) −0.0187 (−7.27) −0.0211 (−7.79) −0.0121 (−6.86) 0.0018 (8.19) −0.0107 (−3.20) −0.0027 (−1.71) −0.0010 (−0.76) Yes Yes zip2 0.0688 5716358



−0.0158 (−23.51) −0.0289 (−17.43) 0.0089 (0.83) 0.0487 (8.65) −2.2922 (−37.28) 0.0171 (7.21) 0.0234 (1.21) 0.0076 (23.18) 0.0681 (9.46) −0.0087 (−10.68) −0.0098 (−10.85) −0.0107 (−9.54) −0.0112 (−9.56) −0.0106 (−10.16) 0.0023 (11.32) −0.0039 (−3.98) −0.0007 (−0.74) 0.0000 (−0.08) Yes Yes zip2 0.0844 5803464



−0.0124 (−20.27) 0.0136 (7.16) 0.1719 (16.23) −0.0246 (−4.32) −1.4142 (−29.10) 0.0162 (9.12) −0.1845 (−30.38) 0.0058 (14.78) 0.0600 (15.62) −0.0089 (−4.80) −0.0084 (−4.26) −0.0097 (−4.51) −0.0107 (−4.74) −0.0046 (−3.08) 0.0010 (4.62) −0.0044 (−2.27) −0.0011 (−1.41) −0.0004 (−0.50) Yes Yes zip2 0.1082 5210400 (Continued )
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Table II. (Continued) Panel C: Proximity to investment and investor’s performance: Industry-by-industry analysis AR(is)



CAR



Industry



Estimate



t-stat



Estimate



t-stat



Mining and Heavy Manufacturing Manufacturing Real Estate Utilities Trade Transport Financials Business Services High Tech News and Entertainment Public Services



0.0027 0.0039 −0.0064 0.0010 −0.0101 −0.0045 −0.0005 −0.0098 −0.0218 −0.0039 −0.0002



(1.09) (1.57) (−5.07) (0.48) (−3.10) (−1.43) (−0.83) (−5.01) (−5.80) (−2.76) (−2.80)



0.0300 0.0058 −0.0016 0.0018 −0.0079 −0.0078 0.0015 −0.0067 −0.0144 −0.0108 0.0000



(1.64) (0.76) (−2.20) (0.69) (−1.13) (−3.76) (2.03) (−3.09) (−4.02) (−6.05) (−0.42)



Panel A reports the results of panel regressions of abnormal return on stock in an investor’s portfolio on proximity to investment and the set of investor and company characteristics. Measure of abnormal performance is either an industry-and-size adjusted future six-month return, AR(is) or a six-month cumulative abnormal return relatively to a four-factor model, CAR (factor loadings are estimated over prior thirty-six month period). Measure of proximity to investment is Mindist, a logarithm of distance from a postal code of investor’s residence to a postal code of the closest establishment of the company in investor’s portfolio. All other variables are described in Table I. Standard errors are adjusted for heteroscedasticity and clustered on the two-digit postal code level. t-stat is reported in parentheses. Panel B presents the results of the relation between proximity to investment and performance by degree of investor diversification. Investors are divided into four groups based on the number of companies in their portfolio: (1 company; between 2 and 4 companies; between 5 and 9 companies; 10 companies or more). Dummies for each diversification group are interacted with proximity measure Mindist. Panel C presents the results of industry-by-industry analysis of the relation between proximity and performance. Only the slope coefficients (and t-statistics) for Mindist are reported.



Female investors obtain, on average, higher abnormal returns than male investors; this phenomenon is most pronounced for nearby companies and declines with distance. These results are consistent with empirical evidence on the differences between sexes in portfolio returns and experimental evidence from cognitive sciences on sex differences in spatial ability and spatial activities.8 Given that the dataset includes about twice as many men as women, however, the results could be influenced by selection issues; caution is advised in drawing far-reaching conclusions about sex differences in local stock performance. Metropolitan residents do not perform as well as the rest of the country. Finally, investors derive higher abnormal returns from less liquid (higher bid-ask spread) stocks and stocks that pay smaller dividends. Panel B of Table II reports the results of the proximity effect on investor performance by degree of equity portfolio diversification. Investors are divided into four 8



Agnew, Balduzzi, and Sunden (2003); Newcombe, Bandura, and Taylor (1983); and Harris (1978).
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groups according to the number of companies in their portfolios (one company; between two and four companies; between five and nine companies; and ten companies or more). Dummies for each diversification group are created and interacted with Mindist. If familiarity is an information-based phenomenon, then sophisticated investors should be better able to obtain and process local information effectively and trade on it. Therefore, the relation between proximity and performance should be greater with the degree of investor diversification. The results strongly support this conjecture. Indeed, the most diversified investors gain between 11% and 35% more in stock return from investing in a company that is one unit of the logarithm of distance closer to their homes than the least diversified investors gain. So far, the results are consistent with the view that investing locally is an inexpensive way of acquiring information and profiting from it. For this to hold true, the benefits of investing in nearby stocks should vary across industries. Kahn and Winton (1998) argue that the marginal value of information should be higher in companies with riskier underlying business. Therefore, one would expect the return from local information to be higher for younger, more growth-oriented industries such as telecommunications and media. At the same time, there should be relatively lower returns from investing in nearby companies in more mature industries (e.g., manufacturing) with a stable product market. The results of an industry-by-industry analysis of the effect of proximity on performance are presented in Panel C of Table II. As expected, investment in telecommunications and media companies is the most sensitive to the proximity to investment. Investing in nearby manufacturing and mining companies does little to improve investor performance, suggesting that “soft” information about companies in these industries is of relatively little value. Since individual investors earn higher abnormal returns by investing locally, this implies that they have better stock-picking ability related to nearby companies. If so, we should expect companies which shareholders are located on average closer to them to reward investors with higher risk-adjusted returns. To investigate this hypothesis, at the beginning of each six-month period I sort companies into three groups by average Mindist of their individual shareholders. Zero-cost portfolios are then formed by taking short positions in companies in the highest tercile of average Mindist and long positions in companies in the lowest tercile. Portfolios are rebalanced semiannually. In calculating average Mindist I consider both equal weighting and value weighting by the size of the position of each investor in the company. There are 72 monthly return observations of zero-cost portfolios. The monthly returns to the zero-cost portfolios are presented in Table III, Panel A. The results support the hypothesis that companies with more proximate individual shareholders outperform companies with more shareholders who are farther away. The average monthly portfolio returns are positive and statistically and economically
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Table III. Proximity to investment and company performance Panel A: Monthly returns to zero-cost portfolios (low minus high Mindist stocks)



Equal weighted Value weighted



N



Mean



Median



Std



t-stat



72 72



0.0077 0.0091



0.0085 0.0059



0.0237 0.0243



2.73 3.16



Panel B: Four-factor regressions alpha



t-stat mktrf



t-stat



smb



t-stat



Equal weighted 0.0075 2.59 −0.0167 −0.28 −0.0638 −1.08 Value weighted 0.0085 2.84 0.0344 0.56 0.0398 0.66



hml



t-stat



umd



t-stat adj R2



−0.0468 −1.01 0.0123 0.15 0.0032 −0.0355 −0.75 0.0342 0.39 0.0127



The table reports the results of the relation between average proximity to the company by its individual shareholders and company performance. At the beginning of each six-month period companies are sorted into three groups by the average Mindist of their individual shareholders. Zero-cost portfolios are then formed by taking short positions in companies in the highest tercile of average Mindist and taking long positions in companies in the lowest tercile of average Mindist. Portfolios are rebalanced semiannually. Average Mindist is calculated by assigning a position of each investor either an equal weight or a weight equal to the value of investor position. Monthly to zerocost portfolio are estimated. This results in 72 monthly return observations. Panel A reports monthly returns to zero-cost portfolios. Panel B reports results of four-factor regressions.



significant. Companies with shortest average distance to their individual investors offer between 77 bp to 91 bp higher monthly returns then companies with highest average distance. Panel B of Table III reports on how much of this performance differential be explained by a four-factor model. It appears that the abnormal performance of zero-cost portfolios is largely immune to controlling for traditional risk factors. The adjusted R2 are very low, and no factor loading is statistically significant. So far we have seen convincing evidence that individual investors derive abnormal returns from local investments. This is consistent with the information hypothesis and does not contradict the local risk hypothesis, but the results do not support a familiarity-based (cognitive behavioral bias) interpretation. Henceforth, I discard the latter hypothesis in discussion of the subsequent results.



3. The Portfolio Decisions of Movers: Methodology What happens to the portfolio decisions of investors when their distance from investments changes drastically? A cross-sectional analysis of the effect of proximity on investor performance could suffer from a potential bias in that many equity holdings may have resulted from inheritance or stock allocations to company employees, and, thus, may not represent active investment choices. An analysis of investors’
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portfolio decisions following their relocation overcomes this problem, as it gives investors a new set of what are now local companies. When investors relocate, the distance between them and the companies in their portfolio is likely to be affected. If familiarity with a company is one of the determinants of portfolio choice, this change in distance should have implications for their holdings of a company’s stock. To analyze the changes in movers’ stock holdings and the relation between distances and returns on the stocks they buy and sell after the move, we must first address three methodological aspects: the choice of a benchmark for a change in stock holdings, the choice of a measure of change in stock holdings, and the choice of a measure of change in proximity to a company establishment.



3.1 CHOICE OF A BENCHMARK FOR A CHANGE IN STOCK HOLDINGS



Investors change their holdings of securities in response to either group- or individual-specific shocks in the determinants of portfolio allocation. Individual investors who are exposed to the same sources of information, exhibit similar behavioral biases, or have similar hedging needs are likely to make similar investment decisions. Portfolio rebalancing decisions by particular investors could also be a result of, for example, a change in their investor-specific information advantage with regard to some stocks. Detecting abnormal changes in stock holdings by investors who relocate therefore requires a separation of changes in stock holdings into group- and individualspecific components. Change in ownership of a stock by the relevant investor group or by its representative agent would then serve as a benchmark for portfolio rebalancing of a sample investor. Non-movers from the movers’ original geographic area would seem to be the most relevant investor group to use in constructing such a benchmark. A control individual approach is used to measure the abnormal change in movers’ stock holdings relative to non-movers’ holdings. Sample individuals with holdings in a particular company are matched to control individuals who also hold stocks in this company, on the basis of specified individual investor characteristics. Each investor who moves out of a particular geographic area is paired with a non-mover from the same area (controls for familiarity bond and hedging needs) who is most similar to the mover in terms of (1) information possessed about a particular company before the move (controls for information advantage), and (2) the ability to process this information (controls for investor sophistication). As the sample investor moves, the sample and the control investors are no longer likely to have similar access to information about a company, or a company could no longer be a suitable hedge against the mover’s exposure to shocks in the price
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of local resources. The familiarity bond between the mover and the formerly local company may also be affected. A measure of change in stock holdings by the control non-mover would be used as a benchmark for the change in stock ownership by the sample mover. The matching mechanism is implemented as a three-step procedure: (1) for every position of a mover, all non-movers with holdings in the same stock are identified; (2) from this subset of non-movers, I select investors whose first three (of five) postal code digits of their residence are the same as the mover’s original location and; (3) the control investor selected meets the above two criteria and is closest to the mover in terms of wealth invested in equities. The motivation behind the choice of matching criteria is as follows. People living in the same area are likely to obtain information about a particular company through similar sources, have similar hedging needs, and be familiar with the same set of companies. At the same time, wealthier people enjoy lower relative search and processing costs, have better access to non-public information about companies’ prospects, and are likely to be better educated and more experienced investors than less wealthy people. 3.2 CHOICE OF A MEASURE OF CHANGE IN STOCK HOLDINGS



For well-diversified portfolios, a measure of portfolio rebalancing would be the difference between portfolio weights of particular stocks before and after the event unrelated to changes in market weights. Individual investors in the sample, however, appear to be poorly diversified (the portfolio of a median individual investor consists of two stocks), which makes it impossible to use changes in portfolio weights to measure portfolio rebalancing. An alternative measure is proposed to fill the gap: relative change in stock holdings between semiannual time intervals t and t + k, RCt,t+k =



Nt+k − Nt Nt



(2)



where Nt is number of shares in a particular company held by investor at time t. The abnormal change in stock ownership by the mover, the abnormal relative change (ARC), would then be calculated as the difference between RC for the sample investor and RC for the control investor. Figure 1 illustrates the mechanism of calculating ARC. I identify an investor as a mover if the first three digits of the investor’s postal code have changed over the observed half-year period (between t and t + 1); moves within the three metropolitan areas are excluded. Relative changes in stock holdings are calculated over the two years, two and a half-years, and three years after the investor’s stock ownership at time t + 1 (the first post-relocation observation of the investor’s stock
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Investor (mover) relocates from l to l´.



Ntm,c,l Ntnm,c,l



t



Stock holdings at semiannual time interval t+1 are chosen as a reference point to control for the effect of stock selling by the mover for liquidity reasons.



m,c,l´ Nt+1 nm,c,l Nt+1



t+1



m,c,l´



Nt+k



nm,c,l Nt+k



t+k Mover sells part of his/her holdings in company c for liquidity reasons.



Figure 1. Calculation of Abnormal Relative Change in Stock Holdings (ARC). This diagram describes a procedure used to estimate abnormal relative change (ARC) in stock holdings for an investor whose place of residence has changed (a mover). A control non-mover is identified using a three-step procedure. Step 1: For every mover m who originally resided in location l and has holdings in company c, all non-movers with holdings in company c are identified. Step 2: From the subset of non-movers obtained in Step 1, non-movers residing in location l are selected. Step 3: A control non-mover nm is selected as an individual investor who satisfies the first two criteria and who, in this dataset, is closest to m in wealth invested in equities. ARC is then evaluated as the difference in relative changes in number of shares for a sample mover and control non-mover:     m,c,l  m,c,l  nm,c,l nm,c,l Nt+k Nt+k − Nt+1 − Nt+1 m,c ARCt+1,t+k = − nm,c,l m,c,l  Nt+1 Nt+1       relative change by mover relative change by non-mover



holdings), provided that the investor’s place of residence does not change again. I use the first post-move date rather than the last pre-move date as a reference point for the move to minimize the effect of sales of securities for liquidity reasons (e.g., acquisition of real estate) and employee compensation schemes. Each position of the mover is then matched with the corresponding position of a non-mover who lives in the mover’s former postal code area and is the most similar to the mover in terms of wealth proxy.9 For each position in the stocks originally held by a mover, there will be a different control investor with a position in this stock. Identifying a control individual who satisfies the matching criteria, and who has positions in all the stocks in the sample investor’s portfolio is not possible because of a small sample size of the dataset of movers and the low diversification of most investors. Abnormal relative change, ARC is the difference between the relative changes of stock holdings for sample and control investors. 9



On average (median) movers have 23.6% (1.1%) higher equity wealth and hold 10.2% (0.0%) more equity positions than corresponding controlling non-movers.
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Table IV. Descriptive statistics on movers Panel A: Geographic distribution of moves N of positions



All moves – Within Stockholm Metro – Within Goteborg Metro – Within Malmo Metro – Change in Mindist Less than 30% Moves of Interest Into Metro Area Out of Metro Area Between Metro Areas Outside Metro Areas



All



Single Stock Investors



Multiple Stock Investors



N of Investors



47251 18906 2538 2684 11957 11166 3484 3740 1326 2616



11827 4308 776 691 3114 2938 820 920 209 989



35424 14598 1762 1993 8843 8228 2664 2820 1117 1627



13012 4144 700 670 4098 3400 1005 1143 312 940



Panel B: Abnormal relative changes in stock holdings by movers



ARC (over 2 years) ARC (over 2.5 years) ARC (over 3 years)



N of Positions



Mean



Median



Std



5453 5453 5453



−0.0849 −0.1161 −0.1542



0 0 0



1.1825 1.4700 1.5362 (Continued )



The descriptive statistics on the geographic distribution of moves are reported in Table IV, Panel A. More than 13,000 investors, holding more than 47,000 positions relocated over the observation period. Approximately three-quarters of these moves were excluded from the analysis as they took place within metropolitan areas or resulted in only a small change in proximity to company. The remaining moves are distributed across relocations into, out of, between, and outside the metropolitan areas in proportions of 29.5%, 33.6%, 9.2%, and 27.7%.10 Panel B of Table IV presents the descriptive statistics for the abnormal changes in stock holdings over time. Statistics are provided only for investor relocations for which all control variables used in the regression analysis of movers’ portfolio decisions are available. In addition, I exclude all positions of under 500 shares at the time of the move. 10



“Into (out of) metro area moves” are moves in which investors relocated into (out of) one of the metropolitan areas from (into) a less populated part of country. “Between metro areas” moves are moves in which investors relocated from one metro area to another metro area. “Outside metro areas” moves are moves in which investors relocated from one countryside location to another countryside location.
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Table IV. (Continued) Panel C: Changes in proximity to investment, changes in local competition, company and mover characteristics



Change in Minimum Distance Change in Local Price Volatility log(Size) log(B/M) Change in Cost of Living log(Wealth)



N of Positions



Mean



Median



Std



5453 5453 5453 5453 5453 5453



0.4149 0.0582 23.7536 −0.6594 0.1836 14.0953



1.5340 0.0000 24.0313 −0.6065 0.0000 12.9410



2.6887 0.5439 1.4111 0.4763 0.8163 3.7406



Investor is identified as a “mover” if the first three digits of a postal code of place of residence have changed over the observed half-year period (between t and t + 1); moves within three metropolitan areas and moves which results in the change of Mindist by less than 30% are excluded. Abnormal relative changes in stock holdings A RCt+1,t+k are calculated over the two-, two and a half, and three year-periods relatively to investor’s stock ownership at the semiannual time interval t + 1 (the first post-relocation observation of investor’s stock holdings), provided that the investor does not change place of residence again. Panel A provides the descriptive statistics on the geographic distribution of moves. “Moves of interest” are the moves remaining after excluding relocations as above. “Into (out of) metro area moves” are relocations into (out of) one of the metropolitan areas from (into) less populated part of country. “Between metro areas” moves are moves in which investors relocated from one metro area to another metro area. “Outside metro areas” moves are moves in which investors relocated from one countryside location to another countryside location. Panel B reports the descriptive statistics on the abnormal relative changes, ARC in stock holdings by movers following relocation. Panel C presents the descriptive statistics on change in the proximity to investment, change in the degree of competition of local goods, and control variables. Change in Minimum Distance is the difference between the logarithm of the distance to the company’s closest establishment after the relocation and the logarithm of a distance to the company closest establishment before the relocation. Moves resulting in Change in Minimum Distance below 0.3 in absolute terms are excluded. Change in Local Price Volatility is measured as the difference in standard deviation of real estate prices at the new and old location normalized by the standard deviation of real estate price at the old location. Change in Cost of Living is the relative difference in the average price of real estate between new and old locations. log(Wealth) is the logarithm of value of investor’s equity portfolio at the first post-relocation date. All other variables described in Table I.



As time passes after the relocation, movers on average sell abnormally more of their shares in the stocks that they held before the move. The average abnormal selling was about 8.5% two years after the move, but increased to 11.6% two and a half years and 15.4% three years after the relocation. 3.3 CHOICE OF A MEASURE OF CHANGE IN PROXIMITY TO INVESTMENT



Almost one-third of the companies in the sample have more than one establishment in Sweden. When investors move, they may end up closer or farther away from some of the establishments of the companies in which they have invested. This raises the question of which distance to use as a measure of proximity to investment after a move: the distance to the establishment that was closest to the investor before the move, or the distance to the establishment that became the closest to the investor after the move?
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Location l´



Establishment e



DCE l



DCEl´



Establishment e´ Location l



Figure 2. Defining a change in proximity to investment resulting from relocation by the investor. This figure describes the choice of measure of proximity to investment for a mover at the new place of residence. The old (new) residence is l (l ); e and e are two establishments of a company that the investor holds both before and after the move, and e (e ) is the closest establishment to the investor before (after) the move. Distance from l to e , DCEl  is chosen as the measure of proximity to investment at the new location.



To understand this dilemma, consider an example in Figure 2. Suppose investor i lives in location l and is a shareholder in company c, which has two establishments in the country, e and e . The closest establishment to where i now lives is e. Suppose i moves from location l to l , and now e becomes the closest establishment of company c to i at the new residence. There are two measures of proximity to company c that could possibly be used: the distance from l to e, the former closest establishment, or the distance from l to e , the new closest establishment. It is reasonable to assume that once an individual holds stocks in a particular company, it is likely that he or she has some skills in collecting information about this company, and can also apply those skills. Therefore, the distance between l to e , the new closest establishment is chosen to measure the strength of the investor’s local bias toward a particular company after the move. I use the difference in proximity before and after the move, which I call a Change in Minimum Distance, to measure the reduction in the strength of the investor’s local bias toward a particular company.11 The farther away an investor moves from a company’s establishments, the more the information advantage with respect to the company may be affected, and the less the investor should find this company to be a suitable hedge against the price volatility of local resources in the new area of residence. For this reason, I would expect that higher values of Change 11 Since proximity to investment, Mindist is the logarithm of a distance Change in Minimum Distance measures the percentage change in the distance to the closest establishment following relocation.
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in Minimum Distance lead to greater changes in the investor’s stock holdings. To ensure that attribution of the company to the set of local companies has changed, and to minimize the impact of employee shareholder relocations between company establishments, I consider only the moves that resulted in a Change in Minimum Distance of at least 30%.12 DeMarzo et al. (2004) argue that as investors try to hedge against local price volatility, they overweight local stocks in their portfolios to a larger extent if local price volatility is higher. I use the difference in the standard deviation of real estate prices at the new and old locations normalized by the standard deviation of real estate prices at the old location, Change in Local Price Volatility, to control for change in price volatility of local resources following the relocation. If hedging of local price volatility is a reason behind local bias, I anticipate higher Change in Local Price Volatility to lead to more abnormal selling (lower ARC) on the part of movers. I control for company characteristics by including company size, book-to-market, and eleven industry dummies. The logarithm of wealth invested in equities is used to control for investor wealth. I account for the change in the cost of living, Change in Cost of Living, by using relative difference in the average price of real estate between new and old locations. Panel C of Table IV describes changes in proximity to investment for movers, as well as control variables at the investor level. As in Panel B, the statistics are provided only for investor relocations for which all control variables in the regression analysis of movers’ portfolio decisions are available. All positions of under 500 shares at the time of the move are also excluded. On average, investors’ distance to the closest establishment after a move increased by 41.49%. While the average investor moved to areas where local risk and the cost of living were higher, there is substantial variation in all the control variables considered.



4. Portfolio Decisions of Movers: Empirical Findings 4.1 ABNORMAL CHANGES IN STOCK OWNERSHIP



Table V, Panel A, presents the results of panel regressions of abnormal relative change in stock holdings, ARC, over two-year, two and a half-year, and three-year periods following a move on Change in Minimum Distance, Change in Local Price Volatility, Change in Cost of Living, and control variables measured as of the end of 12



The regression analysis for different cut-off levels of Change in Minimum Distance, unreported here, produces qualitatively similar results.
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Table V. Changes in proximity and abnormal changes in stock holdings Panel A: Change in proximity and abnormal changes in stock holdings Abs(ARC) ≤ = 5



All Sample



Change in Min Distance Change in Local Price Vol log(Size) log(B/M) log(Wealth) Change in Cost of Living Time Dummies Industry Dummies R2 N



2 years



2.5 years



3 years



2 years



2.5 years



3 years



−0.0253 (−2.02) −0.0786 (−1.25) 0.0418 (1.36) 0.1616 (1.66) 0.1087 (11.82) 0.0724 (1.66) Yes Yes 0.0336



−0.0330 (−1.79) −0.0414 (−0.45) 0.0108 (0.24) 0.1874 (1.31) 0.1250 (9.26) 0.1623 (2.54) Yes Yes 0.022 5453



−0.0586 (−2.55) −0.0896 (−0.77) −0.0506 (−0.90) 0.1408 (0.79) 0.1431 (8.48) 0.1639 (2.05) Yes Yes 0.023



−0.0159 (−2.11) −0.0309 (−0.75) 0.1271 (6.25) 0.3707 (5.56) 0.0621 (11.74) −0.0404 (−1.44) Yes Yes 0.1043



−0.0225 (−2.78) 0.0146 (0.33) 0.1363 (6.25) 0.3040 (4.25) 0.0574 (10.11) −0.0404 (−1.34) Yes Yes 0.082 2876



−0.0256 (−2.89) 0.0001 (0.00) 0.1558 (6.51) 0.3898 (4.97) 0.0589 (9.46) −0.0572 (−1.73) Yes Yes 0.0902



Panel B: Change in proximity and abnormal changes in stock holdings: By degree of mover’s diversification Abs(ARC) ≤ = 5



All Sample



Change in Minimum Distance∗ single stock Change in Minimum Distance∗ multiple stock Change in Local Price Vol Log (Size) Log (B/M) Log (Wealth) Change in Cost of Living Time Dummies Industry Dummies R2 N



2 years



2.5 years



3 years



2 years



2.5 years



3 years



−0.0057 (−0.27) −0.0364



−0.0023 (−0.08) −0.0504



−0.0061 (−0.16) −0.0883



−0.0086 (−0.69) −0.0201



−0.0029 (−0.22) −0.0336



−0.0025 (−0.17) −0.0387



(−2.34) −0.0780 (−1.24) 0.0416 (1.35) 0.1599 (1.65) 0.1096 (11.88) 0.0661 (1.51) Yes Yes 0.0337



(−2.20) −0.0404 (−0.44) 0.0104 (0.23) 0.1848 (1.30) 0.1265 (9.34) 0.1524 (2.37) Yes Yes 0.0222 5453



(−3.09) −0.0880 (−0.76) −0.0513 (−0.91) 0.1364 (0.77) 0.1456 (8.60) 0.1470 (1.82) Yes Yes 0.0234



(−2.14) −0.0307 (−0.74) 0.1270 (6.25) 0.3692 (5.53) 0.0626 (11.75) −0.0429 (−1.51) Yes Yes 0.1041



(−3.35) 0.0152 (0.34) 0.1361 (6.24) 0.3000 (4.19) 0.0586 (10.26) −0.0471 (−1.55) Yes Yes 0.0828 2876



(−3.51) 0.0008 (0.02) 0.1555 (6.50) 0.3850 (4.91) 0.0603 (9.63) −0.0650 (−1.95) Yes Yes 0.0912 (Continued )
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Table V. (Continued) Panel C: Change in proximity and abnormal changes in stock holdings: by geographic direction of move Abs(ARC) ≤ = 5



All Sample



Change in Minimum Distance∗ from city Change in Minimum Distance∗ from country Change in Local Price Vol Log(Size) Log (B/M) Log (Wealth) Change in Cost of Living Time Dummies Industry Dummies R2 N



2 years



2.5 years



3 years



2 years



2.5 years



3 years



−0.0208



−0.0304



−0.0319



−0.0021



−0.0139



−0.0211



(−1.04) −0.0286



(−1.03) −0.0350



(−0.87) −0.0782



(−0.17) −0.0253



(−1.03) −0.0283



(−1.28) −0.0330



(−1.68) −0.0785 (−1.24) 0.0412 (1.34) 0.1623 (1.67) 0.1087 (11.82) 0.0733 (1.68) Yes Yes 0.0334



(−1.90) −0.0413 (−0.45) 0.0105 (0.23) 0.1878 (1.32) 0.1250 (9.26) 0.1628 (2.54) Yes Yes 0.0219 5453



(−2.51) −0.0892 (−0.77) −0.0544 (−0.96) 0.1451 (0.81) 0.1431 (8.48) 0.1693 (2.11) Yes Yes 0.023



(−2.48) −0.0291 (−0.71) 0.1241 (6.07) 0.3767 (5.64) 0.0618 (11.67) −0.0390 (−1.39) Yes Yes 0.1045



(−2.60) 0.0157 (0.36) 0.1344 (6.13) 0.3078 (4.29) 0.0572 (10.07) −0.0396 (−1.31) Yes Yes 0.0819 2876



(−2.46) 0.0318 (0.60) 0.1765 (6.57) 0.2137 (2.46) 0.0671 (9.68) −0.0710 (−1.93) Yes Yes 0.0886



Panel A presents the results of panel regressions of abnormal relative changes in the stock holdings A RCt+1,t+k over the periods of two, two and a half, and three years after the relocation on Change in Minimum Distance, Change in Local Price Volatility, and a set of control variables. Coefficient estimates both for the full sample of positions of movers and for the sample of positions for which change in ARC was less than 5 in absolute terms are provided. All variables are described in Table I. t-stat is reported in parentheses. Panel B reports the results of the relation between Change in Minimum Distance and ARC by degree of mover’s diversification. “Single stock” (“multiple stock”) is a dummy that takes a value of 1 if the investor had one stock (several stocks) in the portfolio at the time of the move; 0 – otherwise. Panel C reports the results of the relationship between Change in Minimum Distance and ARC by the geographic direction of the move. “From city” (“from country”) is a dummy that takes a value of 1 if the investor moved out of the large metropolitan areas (from the countryside); 0 – otherwise.



period to prior to the move. Both information-based and local risk explanations of local bias predict abnormal stock changes will be inversely affected by the change in the proximity to the investment. Local risk hypothesis also predicts that moving into a locality with higher local risk (higher Change in Local Price Volatility) should lead to a greater reduction in stock ownership as investors should presumably allocate more resources to hedge against the price volatility of local resources. The results strongly support the information-based explanation of familiarity. Abnormal changes in stock ownership are negatively affected by the change in the proximity to an investment and the magnitude of this effect increases over time. For
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every unit of change in the logarithm of the distance to the closest establishment two (two and a half, three) years after the move, movers sell 2.53% (3.30%, 5.86%) more than investors who did not move. Changes in the local risk do not seem to affect movers’ stock ownership.13 In a robustness test, I analyze changes in stock ownership by movers whose ownership changed by no more than five times the change in ownership by nonmovers. The results are qualitatively not affected. Abnormal selling (lower ARC) is also higher for companies with smaller market capitalization and lower bookto-market ratios, which is consistent with the view that information asymmetries and, hence, gains to superior information are more pronounced for smaller growth companies. In Table V, Panel B, I present the results of abnormal changes in stock ownership by the degree of investor diversification. Two dummies for investors holding shares in one company or multiple companies are introduced and interacted with Change in Minimum Distance. The information hypothesis predicts that more sophisticated diversified investors should abnormally reduce their stock ownership after the move more than less diversified investors. The results support this conjecture. In fact, the abnormal reduction in stock ownership by the movers is due primarily to selling by diversified investors. Panel C of Table V reports the results of abnormal changes in movers’ stock holdings by the geographic direction of the move. I distinguish between investors who moved from countryside (less populated areas) and investors who moved from the Stockholm, G¨oteborg, or Malm¨o metropolitan areas. Dummies equal to one if investors move from rural (metro) area, and zero otherwise, are interacted with Change in Minimum Distance. The information hypothesis posits that local information is valuable in less densely populated areas, as there are fewer investors who might trade on this information. Hence, investors moving from rural areas are giving up more of an information advantage than investors moving from metropolitan areas. Thus, abnormal stock selling should be more pronounced for movers from countryside. The results in Panel C support this prediction. Abnormal stock selling by movers is attributable largely to investors who relocated from less populated parts of Sweden. I now proceed to analyze the relationship between changes in movers’ stock ownership and their proximity to the companies at the new location, as well as the returns movers obtain on these stocks.



13 It is possible that Change in Local Price Volatility as I define cannot capture the change in the degree of local competition around the move. Henceforth, I cannot refute that some changes in stock ownership occur to hedge against the volatility of prices of local resources.
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Table VI. Changes in stock ownership and distance and returns on investments after the move Panel A: Change in ownership and proximity to investment Number of shares remained the same or decreased



Number of shares increased



2 years 2.5 years 3 years



N



Average Distance



N



Average Distance



t-stat



prob



Wilcoxon



prob



1543 1593 1541



70.8220 68.1007 66.8730



3910 3860 3912



75.5129 76.6530 77.0095



1.87 3.54 4.18



0.07 0.01 0.01



2.52 3.12 3.35



0.01 0.01 0.01



Panel B: Change in ownership and difference in abnormal returns



2 years 2.5 years 3 years



Average difference in abnormal returns over subsequent six months



t-stat



prob



Wilcoxon



prob



0.0111 0.0153 0.0217



1.12 1.61 2.03



0.27 0.10 0.05



1.16 1.54 1.37



0.13 0.07 0.09



Stock positions that investors held in their portfolios when they moved into a new location are divided into two groups: one where the number of shares abnormally increased, and the other where the number of shares abnormally remained the same or declined. Panel A presents the average proximity from investors to the companies in which stock ownership has been increased and in which stock ownership did not increase over the two-year, two and a half-year, and three-year periods after the move. The measure of proximity is the distance from investor’s residence to the company’s closest establishment (in km). Panel B reports the difference in abnormal returns – average abnormal return on the companies in which stock ownership was increased less abnormal return on the companies in which stock ownership remained the same or declined – that investors receive over a six-month period subsequent to two years, two and a half years, and three years after the relocation.



4.2 CHANGES IN STOCK OWNERSHIP AND DISTANCE AND RETURNS ON INVESTMENTS AFTER THE MOVE



I divide stock positions that investors held when they moved to a new location to two ownership groups: one where the number of shares abnormally increased, and the other where the number of shares remained the same or decreased abnormally. All three hypotheses predict that investors should acquire stocks of more proximate companies after a move, but only the information hypothesis predicts that investors should receive abnormal returns from these investments.
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Panel A of Table VI presents the average proximity from investors to the companies in two ownership groups over the two-year, two and a half-year, and three-year periods after the move. I use the distance to the company’s closest establishment as a measure of proximity.14 I find that investors increase their holdings in companies that are, on average, located closer to them after the move. Companies in which investors do not increase their holdings during the two years after they move are, on average, 6.6% farther away from them than companies in which investors increased their holdings. The average difference in proximity between the two groups of companies increases to 12.6% after two and a half years and to 15.2% after three years following investor relocation. In Panel B of Table VI I report the difference in abnormal returns that investors receive on these two groups of stocks over a six-month period subsequent to two years, two and a half years, and three years after the relocation. Companies in which investors increase their holdings provide higher returns. Although both groups of stocks perform in a statistically similar way two years after the relocation, companies in which ownership has been increased deliver semiannual abnormal performance which is high by 1.53% after two and a half years and by 2.17% after three years then companies in which ownership has not been increased by.15 The gradual decrease in proximity to the companies in which investors increased their ownership combined with the gradual improvement in returns on these companies after a move provides additional support for the information-based hypothesis. As investors familiarize themselves with their new environment, they gain more useful information about the prospects of local companies; they now invest closer to their new residence and obtain higher abnormal returns from these investments.



5. Conclusion Using geographic distance to a company’s closest establishment as a measure of proximity between investors and the companies their holdings, I find strong evidence that, while individual investors obtain economically and statistically significant gains from investing locally, the relation between proximity to investment and performance is stronger for more diversified investors. This suggests that more 14



Results using the logarithm of distance to the closest establishment are qualitatively similar. The univariate analysis assumes that observations are independent. For a robustness check, I create a set of dummies that take the value of 1 if stock ownership has been abnormally increased over the two-year, two and a half-year, and three-year periods after the move and zero otherwise. I estimate robust regressions of the relation between proximity to investment or subsequent semiannual abnormal return and these dummies with standard errors clustered at either postal code level or company level. The results confirm findings of univariate analysis: companies in which investors increased their holdings after relocation are located closer to them and provide investors with higher returns. 15
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diversified investors are better able to obtain and process local information effectively and benefit from it. I also find that benefits from investing in companies located nearby are more pronounced for investments in riskier companies. As proximity to investment opportunities changes (investors move), investors adjust their portfolio composition. After they move, investors on average abnormally sell stocks of the companies that become farther from them. This abnormal selling by movers increases gradually over time and is more pronounced for more diversified investors and for investors relocating from less populated parts of the country. Moreover, after moving, investors abnormally increase their ownership in companies closer to their new location; these companies provide them with higher risk-adjusted returns than companies in which they kept holdings unchanged or abnormally reduced holdings. These results provide new evidence that individual investors possess an information advantage regarding local stocks, and that they benefit from it.
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